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Abstract A key aspect of engineering secure systems is

identifying adequate security requirements to protect cri-

tical assets from harm. However, security requirements may

compete with other requirements such as cost and usability.

For this reason, they may only be satisfied partially and

must be traded off against other requirements to achieve

‘‘good-enough security’’. This paper proposes a novel ap-

proach to automate security requirements analysis in order

to determine maximum achievable satisfaction level for

security requirements and identify trade-offs between se-

curity and other requirements. We also propose a pruning

algorithm to reduce the search space size in the analysis. We

represent security concerns and requirements using asset,

threat, and goal models, initially proposed in our previous

work. To deal with uncertainty and partial requirements,

satisfaction security concerns are quantified by leveraging

the notion of composite indicators, which are computed

through metric functions based on range normalisation. An

SMT solver (Z3) interprets the models and automates the

execution of our analyses. We illustrate and evaluate our

approach by applying it to a substantive example of a ser-

vice-based application for exchanging emails.

Keywords Security requirements � Trade-off analysis �
Goals

1 Introduction

Security may denote the degree to which valuable assets

are protected from significant threats posed by malicious

attackers [9]. Identifying adequate security requirements

to protect critical assets from harm is a fundamental

activity in engineering secure systems. Security re-

quirements can be operationalised by applying different

sets of security controls (security configurations) that

can have a different impact on the satisfaction of se-

curity and other system goals. Estimating the conse-

quences of alternative security configurations is essential

to provide guarantees that critical assets are protected

and that the systems’ security goals are satisfied. How-

ever, security requirements may compete with other

requirements. For example, fixed cost budgets might

require relaxing the level of protection of specific assets.

For this reason, security requirements may only be sat-

isfied partially and must be traded off against other re-

quirements to achieve ‘‘good-enough security’’ of the

assets to be protected.

Security is characterised by incompleteness and uncer-

tainty that make the trade-off among competing require-

ments imprecise. Incompleteness makes it impossible to

guarantee absolute security. That is, the satisfaction of

security goals can only be guaranteed for the assets within

a specified boundary of protection. Uncertainty also affects

the value of security concerns and their mutual relation-

ships. For example, evaluating the presence of vul-

nerabilities, the criticality level of threats, and the

probability of attacks cannot be determined precisely, since

numerical data documenting the presence of vul-

nerabilities, the criticality of threats, and the occurrence of

attacks in software systems are not publicly available.

Therefore, evaluating the impact of assets and other
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contextual factors on system security concerns cannot be

performed objectively.

Several goal-based requirements analysis approaches [7,

11, 14, 27, 40] have been proposed to check whether a

system meets its security requirements. However, existing

work does not relate security requirements to the protection

of critical assets and it makes a minimal differentiation

among degrees of goal satisfaction and contributions of

alternatives. Although existing requirements-based risk

assessment techniques [2, 18, 25] provide information

about the security risk, they do not address the trade-off

among conflicting requirements. Moreover, existing re-

quirement trade-off techniques [4, 19, 23] are usually

performed manually and need to evaluate all possible

system configurations, making them impractical for a high

number of requirements and alternatives.

This paper proposes a novel approach to automate se-

curity requirements analysis. First, the approach allows

software engineers to investigate how a certain security

configuration can protect valuable assets and the maximum

achievable satisfaction level that can be guaranteed for

security goals. Second, trade-off between security and

other requirements are identified and analysed quantita-

tively. Finally, to decrease the search space size of the

analyses, we propose a novel pruning algorithm that re-

moves the security controls that are unnecessary for

achieving a certain protection level of assets or a specific

satisfaction of security goals.

We represent security concerns (assets, threats, attacks,

vulnerabilities, security goals, requirements, and controls)

and conventional—functional and non-functional—re-

quirements using asset, threat, and goal models initially

proposed in existing previous work [36]. These models

represent mutual impact relationships among the security

concerns and the requirements of the system. Elements of

the model associated with uncertainty are quantified as a

float number between 0 and 1. Uncertainty can be deter-

mined by vague concepts (e.g. assets required protection

level, satisfaction of security goals, presence of vul-

nerabilities, threats criticality level) or by imprecise mea-

sures of probability of events that may happen (e.g.

attacks). To quantify the satisfaction of system require-

ments and security concerns, which often cannot be de-

scribed by well-defined mathematical functions, we

leverage the notion of composite indicators [3]. To deal

with uncertainty and partial requirements satisfaction,

composite indicators are computed by using metric func-

tions based on range normalisation.

Asset, goal, and threat models—including the for-

malisation of the relationships among their elements—are

used to encode our analysis as a satisfiability problem,

which is given as input to an SMT Solver (Z3 [6]). In this

way, we can automatically verify whether a configuration

of security controls guarantees an adequate protection

level of assets and satisfies security goals. We also balance

the trade-off among conflicting goals by identifying a

target satisfaction value they can achieve for a specific

security configuration. We evaluate our approach by ap-

plying it to a case study concerned with security of a

service-based application for exchanging emails. On the

one hand, our case study provides evidence that our ana-

lysis results in the appropriate level of security. For ex-

ample, to guarantee a higher level of protection of certain

assets, it is necessary to employ more effective security

controls, which better mitigate existing vulnerabilities. On

the other hand, we show how our pruning algorithm re-

duces the number of configurations that must be evaluated

during analysis.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2

describes our overall approach, and Sect. 3 introduces our

case study. Section 4 illustrates asset, goal, and threat

models, and Sect. 5 explains their formalisation by repre-

senting precisely the metric functions adopted to quantify

system requirements and security concerns. Section 6 de-

scribes our automated analyses, and Sect. 7 presents our

experimental results. Section 8 reviews related work, and

Sect. 9 concludes.

2 Overall approach

To support automated security trade-off analysis, our ap-

proach comprises three main phases: modelling, for-

malisation, and analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

During the first phase, a software engineer models the

security concerns and relates them to the requirements of a

system. In particular, s/he designs an integrated model

consisting of the asset, threat, and goal models, as initially

proposed in our previous work [36]. The formalisation

phase automatically augments the integrated model with a

mathematical representation of the metric functions

adopted to quantify represented system requirements and

security concerns.

Fig. 1 Our approach for automating security analysis
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The analysis phase uses the model formalisation to en-

code the analysis selected by a software engineer into a

satisfiability problem assigned to an SMT Solver (Z3). The

satisfiability problem is formulated by adding a set of

constraints to the model formalisation, which vary de-

pending on the type of analysis required. A software

engineer can check whether a configuration of security

controls guarantees a certain level of protection of assets or

a certain satisfaction of the system security goals.

A software engineer can also perform trade-off analysis to

detect conflicting goals and balance their satisfaction levels

according to a specific strategy. A definition of conflicting

goals for imprecise requirementswas defined formally byYen

and Tiao [43]. This definition assumes a transition-based

model of the system onwhich the requirements are expressed;

two goals are considered as conflicting if their degree of

conflict exceeds 0:5. The degree of conflict is measured as the

ratio between the total change of satisfaction degrees of two

requirements for all the system transitions in which one re-

quirement is increasing and the other one is decreasing, and

the total change of the satisfaction degrees of the two re-

quirements for any possible system transition.We decided not

to adopt this definition of conflict because it onlymeasures the

percentageofdisagreement in the satisfactionof twogoals and

it does not consider the severity of a conflict in a single system

transition. For this reason, in this paper, we consider two goals

as conflicting if they simply cannot achieve their individual

(maximum) levels of satisfaction at the same time.

Following this last definition, in this paper, we adopt a

greedy strategy to identify requirements trade-off, as we

primarily try to achieve the maximum possible satisfaction

for themost critical goals, and then, we try to achieve the best

possible satisfaction for the least critical goals. Without any

loss of generality, our approach can adopt other definitions of

conflict and can also be used for the automatic analysis of

conventional (functional and non-functional) requirements.

This is possible under the assumption that requirements are

represented through a goal model associated with a specific

semantics, as suggested by Amyot et al. [1].

Finally, we provide a pruning method that identifies the

core security controls that are necessary to guarantee a cer-

tain protection level of assets or a specific satisfaction level

of security goals. This allows us to reduce the search space of

the analysis, which only takes into account the security

configurations including the necessary security controls.

3 Case study

As a case study, we consider a service-based application—

a hypothetical email service—which is used by clients

having differing needs and priorities. In this scenario, the

security controls applied by the email service need to be

engineered appropriately to accommodate this clients’ di-

versity quickly and cost-effectively. To identify the secu-

rity concerns of the system, we follow the NIST guidelines

on electronic mail security [38] describing threats, vul-

nerabilities, and possible security controls that can be ap-

plied on email services. The goals and requirements of our

example are acquired from the Email as a Service (EaaS)

Blanket Purchase Agreement (BPA) Requirements

Document [39].

The main assets to be protected are the email messages

and the company’s business functions (e.g. sales, research

& development, marketing, HR) that rely on the email

services. The security goals aim to guarantee the avail-

ability of the company’s business functions (business

continuity) and the confidentiality and integrity of sent/

received email messages. Security controls may vary de-

pending on the criticality of the assets to be protected.

Security goals may compete with other goals. For ex-

ample, if the company has a limited budget, some security

controls necessary to guarantee the integrity of messages

(e.g. email signatures, blocking attachments download, and

mail filters) might not be purchased because they are too

expensive. Login should also be ‘‘easy to perform’’ (usable

login). This might require choosing credentials that are

easy to remember (e.g. short or vocabulary-based pass-

words). Since such credentials can be guessed easily by an

attacker, achieving usable login can conflict with goals

aimed to achieve confidentiality and integrity of email

messages.

Security goals may also compete among each other. For

example, to support integrity of email messages it is pos-

sible to block attachments downloading or perform fre-

quent patches updates of the email servers (SMTP, POP3,

IMAP) or of their operating system. These security controls

may inevitably reduce the availability of the email service,

and, consequently, of the company’s business functions

that rely on it.

Although our case study deals with a service-based ap-

plication, the proposed approach can still be applied to

traditional software systems. Furthermore, the case study

does not claim to be exhaustive; however, it is sufficiently

complex to illustrate how our approach can support secu-

rity analysis of realistic software systems.

4 Modelling

As described in the previous section, in this phase a

software engineer creates an asset, a goal, and a threat

model representing the security concerns and the re-

quirements of the system. To quantify security concerns

(i.e. protection level of assets, presence of vulnerabilities,

threats criticality level, and probabilities of attack) and the
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satisfaction of system goals and requirements, the concept

of composite indicator [3] is adopted. This is calculated

aggregating values of component indicators (i.e. elements

in the model that are related to the target one) through a

mathematical function. To deal with uncertainty and par-

tial requirements satisfaction, composite indicators are

computed by using metric functions based on range nor-

malisation, which return a ‘‘normalised value’’ comprised

between 0 and 1.

4.1 Asset model

The asset model represents assets to be protected, their

relationships, and other contextual factors that may affect

assets’ criticality. An asset is any valuable cyber or phy-

sical entity that is critical for the system operation and its

stakeholders [42]. An asset can represent physical devices

(e.g. servers), digital objects (e.g. email messages, mission

critical applications), sensitive information (e.g. user cre-

dentials), stakeholders’ objectives (e.g. business functions),

and intangible properties (e.g. reputation). Assets should be

protected from illicit access, use, disclosure, alteration,

destruction, and theft, resulting in loss to individuals and

organisations [20].

Figure 2 represents the asset meta-model. Each asset is

described by a name and a value, which is a float number

comprised between 0 and 1. The value of an asset is used

during the analysis together with the value of other assets

and contextual factors associated with it to compute the

asset’s protection level, which quantifies its importance to

be protected. A contextual factor identifies an environ-

mental condition (e.g. a specific time of the day, a location)

that may have an impact on the required protection level of

an asset. Each contextual factor is characterised by a name

(e.g. ‘‘time’’, ‘‘location’’), a condition (e.g. on time or lo-

cation), and a value, which quantifies its criticality. Among

contextual factors we explicitly identify the role of the

users interacting with an asset. In this case, the name

identifies the role played by the user in the interaction with

an asset, the condition specifies additional constraints on

the role, and the value quantifies the user privilege level

associated with that role.

Asset-to-asset relationships represent containment or

dependency relationships between assets. They express the

impact that an asset has on the protection level of its

container or dependee asset. More precisely, the protection

level of the target asset should be at least equal to the

protection level of the related contained or dependent asset.

For example, an email attachment affects the protection

level of the email message in which it is contained, or the

criticality of an organisation business function may affect

the protection level of the email messages that are ex-

changed for its achievement. Context-to-asset relationships

associate a contextual factor with an asset and quantify the

impact that a contextual factor has on the asset protection

level. More precisely, the protection level of an asset

should be at least equal to the criticality of its related

contextual factors whose condition is satisfied. If the con-

textual factor is a role, context-to-asset relationships indi-

cate the function played by a user in the interaction with

the associated asset. Asset-to-asset relationships as well as

context-to-asset relationships are characterised by a weight,

which is a float number comprised between 0 and 1, fil-

tering the impact that an asset or a contextual factor has on

the protection level of the target asset.

Figure 3 represents the asset model associated with our

example. Assets can be email messages, attachments, and

business functions. The protection level of an attachment

depends on its value and also on the role of its owner. The

value of an attachment may depend on the sensitivity of the

document, which is medium (0.6) in this example. Dif-

ferent values of roles are associated with different privilege

levels. In our example values 0.3, 0.6, and 1.0 are associ-

ated with the privileges of a secretary, a normal staff em-

ployee, and a manager, respectively. For other roles we

assume the privilege level is equal to 0. In this example, the

attachment’s owner is a staff member, as her privilege level

is 0.6. The protection level of a business function is only

determined by its value, which depends on its criticality. In

Fig. 3 this asset has medium criticality, i.e. its value is

equal to 0.5. The protection level of an email message

depends on its value, the protection level of its attach-

ment—if present—and of the business functions that rely

on it, as well as on the criticality of the role of its sender

Fig. 2 Asset meta-model Fig. 3 Asset model of the email service example
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and recipients. The value of an email message may be

determined by the sensitivity of the email or by the persons

that are mentioned in the email. In the example of Fig. 3,

the value of the email message is low (0.4), the sender is a

secretary having low privileges (0.3), while one of the re-

cipients is a manager having high privileges (1.0). All

weights of asset-to-asset and context-to-asset relationships

are equal to 1.0 because we are not interested in giving

more importance to the contribution of a specific asset or

role to compute the value of the target asset. In particular,

the protection level of an attachment and of a business

function, and the privilege level of its sender and recipients

have all the same importance in determining the protection

level of an email message.

Note that taking into account the value of an email

message for computing its protection level allows us to

consider those situations in which a user having low pri-

vileges (e.g. secretary) sends an email message on behalf of

another one having high privileges (e.g. manager). More

precisely, in these cases the value of the message will be

very high, as it will take into account the persons involved

in the email discussion. The metric function adopted to

compute the protection level of an asset (see Sect. 5.1)

guarantees that the asset required protection level will still

be high, since it will return the maximum among all the

factors (components) considered to compute the protection

level of an asset.

4.2 Goal model

The goal model represents the functional and non-func-

tional requirements of the system; it extends the KAOS

[41] goal model with a representation of vulnerabilities,

security goals, and security controls. We explicitly distin-

guish goals for which there is no clear-cut definition or

criteria as to whether they are satisfied or not (soft

goals) [24]. These goals can be partially satisfied, i.e. their

satisfaction is between 0 and 1, and, as claimed by

Glinz [13], can represent both functional and non-func-

tional requirements. We also use conditional and negative

contribution links; the latter have been proposed and used

in other goal-based requirements modelling approaches

having a specific focus on security, such as Secure Tro-

pos [33]. Conditional contribution links represent the fact

that a target entity should be included in the model only if

the source entity is enabled, i.e. the value of the source

element is [0. Negative contribution links represent a

negative impact of an element (a) onto the decomposed one

(b), i.e. the complement w.r.t. 1 of value associated with a

is considered to compute the value of b.

Fig. 4 The goal model for the email service example (except security goals)
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Figure 4 represents the goal model of our example. We

only describe some parts of this example to clarify the

meaning of the elements and relationships represented in

the goal model. The email service should allow users to

perform login (G1), read, and send emails (G2 and G3,

respectively) with limited costs (G4). To login, a user has to

insert his/her credentials (Op1) and transmit them to the

identification provider (Op2). Login should also be usable

(G1:2), i.e. easy to perform. This means that the time to

renew the credentials should be as high as possible (G1:2:1),

the number of authentication factors should be as small as

possible (G1:2:2) and the credentials should be easy to re-

member (G1:2:3). Satisfaction of this last goal depends on

whether fingerprint authentication is enabled (security

control SC2), or a short or vocabulary password is adopted

(goals G1:2:3:1 and G1:2:3:2, respectively). The conditional

link between SG1:2:1 and G1:2 suggests that goal Usable

Login (G1:2) should be considered in the model only if an

authentication mechanism is adopted (SG1:2:1).

Estimating goals and obstacles satisfaction by using

both qualitative [17] and quantitative analysis tech-

niques [1, 5] has been widely explored in the literature. In

this paper, the satisfaction level of a leaf goal that is par-

tially satisfied is quantified depending on additional factors

(components) [3]. For example, the satisfaction of goals

Slow Renewal (G1:2:1), Min # of Factors (G1:2:2) and Short

Password (G1:2:3:1) depend, respectively, on the number of

factors adopted for authentication, the frequency of cre-

dentials renewal, and the password length, as described by

the functions shown in Fig. 5.

Goals, domain assumptions, or operations may also

bring vulnerabilities, representing system weaknesses that

can be exploited intentionally by a malicious agent [37].

This relation is represented in our model through decom-

position links, representing the fact that the presence of

vulnerability is lower bounded by the aggregation of the

satisfaction of the elements that bring it. Moreover, some

elements of the model can bring vulnerabilities with a

certain probability, which is explicitly quantified. For ex-

ample, goals G1:2:1, G1:2:2, G1:2:3 may lead to the selection

of weak credentials (vulnerability V1). The open message

operation (Op4) can bring vulnerability, because undesired

messages could be opened (V4). The open attachment op-

eration (Op5) can also bring vulnerability, since the at-

tachment can be malicious (V5), i.e. it can contain a virus

or a Trojan horse. For reading emails, we assume a user

leverages an email retrieval server (DA1)—POP3 or

IMAP—and is connected to the Internet (DA2). The email

retrieval server (DA1) might have some internal vul-

nerabilities (V3), or it might not support messages backup

(V2). Furthermore, adopted internet connection can be in-

secure (V6). The probabilities adopted to quantify the

likelihood of presence of V4–V6 are taken from the lit-

erature. Indeed, the probability of an email message to be

abusive or to contain a malicious attachment is 0.9 [31],

and 0.72 [16], respectively, while the probability of using

an insecure wireless internet connection is around

0.51 [32]. Note that these probability values can also be

determined by a software engineer who possesses relevant

domain expertise.

The goal model also includes security goals. The secu-

rity community generally identifies the following key se-

curity goals: confidentiality, integrity, availability, and

accountability, labelling them CIAA [35]. In this paper,

security goals are treated as soft goals as they specify the

degree to which valuable assets are protected from sig-

nificant threats posed by malicious attackers [9]. Leaf se-

curity goals are operationalised by security controls that

mitigate modelled vulnerabilities. A security control is a

risk-reducing measure that can include hardware and

software functionalities [37]. Each root security goal is

associated with the asset it protects. Computing the satis-

faction level of root security goals is fundamental to assess

whether the protection level required for that asset is met.

More precisely, the aggregated satisfaction level of the

security goals associated with an asset must always be

greater than or equal to the protection level required for

that asset. Security controls can just be activated or deac-

tivated, or they can be activated with a different degree of

strength. The impact of a security control in mitigating

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5 Functions adopted to compute the satisfaction level of goals Slow Renewal (G1:2:1), Min # of Factors (G1:2:2) and Short Password

(G1:2:3:1). a Satisfaction of goal Slow Renewal. b Satisfaction of goal Min # Factors. c Satisfaction of goal Short Password
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vulnerability is represented explicitly in the model—if

necessary—and it is decided by the software engineer

based on her own common sense.

We also introduced XOR and AGGR decompositions in

the goal model. The former represents those cases in which

only one goal/operation/security control can be selected

among a set of alternatives. An AGGR decomposition is

used when it is necessary to take into account the overall

contribution of all the children in a decomposition. More

precisely, the metric function adopted to compute the sat-

isfaction level of a goal refined by an AGGR decomposi-

tion is the average among the satisfaction level/strength of

the security goals/controls belonging to the decomposition.

Figure 6 represents the security goals and controls of

our email service example. Note that we represented se-

curity goals in a different figure only for reasons of space.1

Security controls that can be enabled with different degrees

of strength are represented through dashed lines. A detailed

description of the meaning of strength levels associated

with the security controls adopted in our example is pro-

vided in ‘‘Appendix’’. Security controls are associated with

the vulnerabilities they mitigate through negative contri-

bution links.

To guarantee confidentiality of sent and received mes-

sages, it can be possible to perform session management

(SG1:1), authentication (SG1:2), and encryption (SG1:3). In

this case, we use an AGGR decomposition because the

satisfaction of the confidentiality will be affected by the

contributions of all its sub-goals. Session management

deals with limiting the session duration (SC1), whose

strength depends on the session length. Authentication is

supported by applying different mechanisms (SG1:2:1), such

as fingerprint (SC2), username/password (SC3), and multi-

factors authentication (SC4). Note that we use a XOR de-

composition because only one authentication mechanism

can be applied. SC2 can simply be enabled and disabled,

the strength level of SC3 is negatively affected by the

satisfaction of goals Vocabulary Password and Short

Password, and the strength level of SC4 depends on the

number of factors used for authentication. Authentication

management (SG1:2:2) should also be supported to regulate

the frequency of credential renewal (SC5), forbid vo-

cabulary passwords (SC6), and avoid short password

(SC16).

Security controls mitigate vulnerabilities with a different

degree, which is explicitly quantified. This relation repre-

sents the fact that the probability of presence of vul-

nerability is upper bounded by the aggregation of the

strength levels of the security controls that mitigate it, each

of them weighted by their mitigation degree. The negative

impact of security controls is represented through negative

contribution links. Security controls can also have a

negative impact on other goals/operations with a different

degree, which is explicitly quantified.

As shown in Fig. 4, all security controls adopted to

support authentication (SC2–SC6) mitigate with different

degrees vulnerability V1, which is brought by the usage of

Fig. 6 Security goals and controls for the email service example

1 The root goals of Figs. 4 and 6 must be considered as sharing the

same ‘‘father’’ goal, which has been omitted in the paper.
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weak credentials. To guarantee availability of the email

service, the provider should perform prompt patch updates

of email retrieval and SMTP servers (SC12 and SC13, re-

spectively). Although these security controls mitigate in-

ternal vulnerabilities of the email retrieval and SMTP

servers (V3 and V7, respectively), they can increase the

email service costs—negative impact on goal G4. In other

words, the satisfaction of G4 depends on the complement of

the aggregation of the strength level of SC4, and SC12–

SC15, each of them weighted by an impact factor selected

by the software engineer. Moreover, the security controls

that limit the session duration (SC1) and block the down-

loading of potentially malicious attachments (SC9) can

have a negative impact on the availability of the company’s

business functions (SG2) that leverage the purchased email

service.

4.3 Threat model

A threat model (or anti-model) [37] typically includes threat

agents, i.e. threat sources or counter-stakeholder, threat goals,

and attacks, i.e. threat actions. Threat agents can be natural (e.g.

flood), human (e.g. hacker), or environmental (e.g. power fail-

ure). In this paperwedonot consider threat agents as a part of our

anti-models, and we simply represent their potential goals.

Threat goals represent motivations of threat agents to attack a

system. Some of them can be decomposed into anti-goals (i.e.

negation of security goals [40]). This paper represents anti-goals

asKAOS obstacles [40] and, for this reason, the satisfaction of a

threat goal has an immediate negative impact on the satisfaction

of a security goal represented through a negative decomposition

link. Attacks are actions through which threat goals can be

achieved [37] and security goals can ultimately be violated.

Therefore, attacks can be modelled as operationalisations of

threat goals. Each vulnerability is also linked to the attacks it

facilitates through positive decomposition.

Figure 7 represents the threat model for the email ser-

vice example. An attacker might impersonate the victim

(T1)—and compromise the integrity of exchanged email

messages—by performing unauthorised login (T1:1) and

sending compromising emails (A1). This is facilitated by

the lack of a confirmation from the authorised user for

sending emails (V8). Unauthorised login can be performed

when credentials are stolen (T1:1:1). This threat can be

achieved through a malware that controls the users’ session

(A3), which can be installed when a malicious attachment is

opened (V5). Other possible attacks through which cre-

dentials can be stolen are brute force (A4) and SMTP or

IMAP/POP3 malware (A5 and A6, respectively). These at-

tacks are facilitated, respectively, by weak credentials (V1)

or internal vulnerabilities of the servers used to send or

receive emails (V7 and V3). Integrity of email messages can

also be harmed by removing emails (T2). This threat can be

achieved by performing unauthorised login (T1:1) and

deleting emails (A8). This attack is facilitated by the ab-

sence of email messages backup (V2).

An attacker might also eavesdrop exchanged email

messages (T3) and harm their confidentiality. This goal can

be achieved by performing unauthorised login (T1:1) or by

perpetrating alternative attacks, such as SMTP and IMAP/

POP3 malware (A5 and A6, respectively), or by intercepting

messages (A7). This last attack is facilitated by the presence

of an insecure network connection (V6). Finally, an attacker

can compromise the availability of business functions (T4),

by, for example, sending SPAM (A9). This attack can be

facilitated by the vulnerability that a user can open unde-

sired messages (V4).

5 Model formalisation

This section describes how the elements and connections in

the asset, goal, and threat models can be formalised2 using

an extended version of propositional logic, defined by the

following grammar:

Fig. 7 The threat model for the email service example

2 A complete formalisation of the case study can be found at https://

sites.google.com/site/resexperiments/.
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freq::¼creq j fexpr fcomp fexpr j
freqf freq j freqg freq j � freq

fexpr::¼fconst j fvar j f ðfexprþÞ j bexpr
fcomp::¼ � j � j � j � j � j 6�
creq::¼bexpr bcomp bexprj

creq ^ creq j creq _ creq j :creq
bexpr::¼bconst j bvar j f ðbexprþÞ
bcomp::¼[ j\j 	 j
 j ¼ j 6¼
A crisp formula (creq) can only be true or false, i.e. it

can only assume values 0 or 1. As in classical propositional

logic, a crisp formula can use boolean connectives (^, _,
:) and relational operators. A fuzzy formula (freq) has a

truth value comprised between 0 and 1. This formula has

the same structure of its crisp counterpart, with the only

difference that it uses fuzzy connectives and fuzzy rela-

tional operators (fcomp) on float variables (fvar) and

float constants (fconst). Float variables and constants

can assume values in the interval ½0; 1�.
The fuzzy connectives � , f, and g can be interpreted

by using the functions described in Table 1. In this paper,

according to Zadeh’s semantics [44], we interpret fuzzy

connectives � , f and g as the complement w.r.t. 1, the

minimum, and the maximum, respectively. This interpre-

tation is a compromise between a more conservative in-

terpretation, i.e. product and probabilistic sum, for f and

g, respectively, and a less conservative interpretation, i.e.

Lukasiewicz and bounded sum, for f and g, respectively.

Fuzzy relational operators (fcomp) are interpreted ac-

cording to a trapezoidal membership function. In par-

ticular, operator � is interpreted using an isosceles

trapezoid with height equal to 1 for the values in the do-

main that are close to the term of comparison. Oper-

ator 6� is interpreted as the complement w.r.t. 1 of the

result obtained by applying operator �. Inequalities are

interpreted as rectangular trapezoids. For example, for re-

lational operators � and �, the height of the trapezoid is

equal to 1 for the values in the domain that are greater or

greater equal than the term of comparison. Function f is

used to formalise the AGGR decomposition that, in this

paper, is interpreted as the average function (fAVG). A

weighted average is adopted if weights are explicitly added

to the refinement links associated with the children ele-

ments of the decomposition.

Notice that changing the interpretation given to fuzzy

connectives (e.g. by using Lukasiewicz’s [29] interpreta-

tion), to fuzzy relational operators (e.g. by using smoother

functions), and to function f (e.g. by using the geometric

mean) does not require changing the modelling language,

which is independent from its interpretation. However, the

evaluation of functions interpreted on real numbers will be

limited to a fixed number of digits of decimal precision.

5.1 Assets

Each asset A is associated with a float variable, PLA, that

indicates the minimum protection level that must be

guaranteed for A. The required protection level of an asset

depends on its value—if specified—and on the contextual

factors associated with it, including the role of the users

that interact with it. More precisely, the protection level

PLA of an asset A, with value vA, associated with n con-

textual factors CF1; . . .;CFn, and m roles R1; . . .;Rm, is

bounded according to the following constraints:

cCF1
) PLA � wCF1�A  vCF1

;

. . .;

cCFn
) PLA � wCFn�A  vCFn

;

cR1
) PLA � wR1�A  vR1

;

. . .;

cRm
) PLA � wRm�A  vRm

;

PLA � vA:

The first n constraints lower bound the protection level

of A using the value of the associated contextual factors if

their corresponding condition (cCF1
, …, cCFn

) is satisfied.

Each value is multiplied by the weight (wCF1�A, …,

wCFn�A) assigned to the link connecting the corresponding

contextual factor to A. The following m constraints lower

bound the protection level of A using the value of the as-

sociated roles if their corresponding condition (cR1
, …, cRn

)

is satisfied. Each value is multiplied by the weight (wR1�A,

…, wRn�A) assigned to the link connecting the corre-

sponding role to A. The last constraint lower bounds the

protection level of A using its value.

The protection level of an asset also depends on the

protection level of other assets that are related to it. More

precisely, if assets A1; . . .; Ak are associated with an asset

A, the protection level of A has to be at least equal to the

protection level of the dependent assets:

PLA � MaxfPLA1
; . . .;PLAk

g:
For our case study, three PL variables are defined to rep-

resent the protection level of assets business function

Table 1 Functions for interpreting fuzzy connectives

Type Function

� a Complement 1� a

afb Minimum minða; bÞ
Product >ða; bÞ ¼ a  b
Lukasiewicz >ða; bÞ ¼ maxð0; aþ b� 1Þ

agb Maximum ?ða; bÞ ¼ maxða; bÞ
ProbabilisticSum ?ða; bÞ ¼ aþ b� a:b

BoundedSum ?ða; bÞ ¼ minðaþ b; 1Þ
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(PLbf ), email message (PLmsg), and attachment (PLattach).

Following the asset model shown in Fig. 3 and the for-

malisation presented above, the protection level of an at-

tachment is constrained as follows:

true ) PLattach � vowner;

true ) PLattach � vattach;

where vowner and vattach are the protection levels of role

owner and asset attachment, respectively. The protection

level of an email message depends on the protection level

of its attachments—if present—and of the business func-

tions that rely on it, and on the privilege level of its sender

and recipients. In the example in Fig. 3, the message pro-

tection level must satisfy the following constraint:

PLmessage � MaxfPLattach;PLbf ; vsend; vrecg:

5.2 Goals

Each goal in the model is associated with a variable ex-

pressing its satisfaction. More precisely, goals that can be

partially satisfied are represented as float variables, while

goals that can only be satisfied/unsatisfied are represented

as boolean variables. For example, float variable

limitedCost is used to represent the satisfaction level of

goal Limited Cost (G4); the closer its value to 1, the higher

G4’s satisfaction. Any operation is conceived as a propo-

sition, which is equal to 1, in case it is performed suc-

cessfully, and it is equal to 0, otherwise. Instead, security

controls are represented as crisp or float variables ac-

cording to their representation in the model. Vul-

nerabilities are represented as their probability of

presence. For example, V1 is represented by proposition

insecureNet that expresses the probability of presence of

an insecure network. Domain assumptions are represented

as crisp variables. All the goals that are decomposed by a

domain assumption can have satisfaction level greater than

0, only if the associated domain assumptions (or the

boolean combination of the associated domain assump-

tions) is true. In particular, if a goal G is R-refined

(with R 2 fAND, OR, XORg3) by n domain assumptions

DA1; . . .;DAn; its satisfaction level is affected by their

satisfaction as follows:

G[ 0 ) RðDA1; . . .; DAnÞ:
XOR is not represented through a native operator, and it is

formalised using conjunction, disjunction, and negation, in

order to guarantee the exclusivity of the OR.

As an example of domain assumptions decomposition, it

is possible to consider goal Reading Emails (G2) that can

only have a satisfaction level greater than 0 if an email

retrieval server is used (DA1), such as IMAP or POP3, or if

an internet connection is employed (DA2). This relationship

is formalised as follows:

readEmails ) internetConnection ^ retrServer:

As described in Sect. 4.2, our model includes different

kinds of goal decompositions. The satisfaction level of the

parent goal of an AND decomposition is computed as the

conjunction of the formulae representing the children ele-

ments (goals, operations, and/or security controls), while

the satisfaction level of the parent goal of an OR decom-

position is computed as the disjunction of the formulae

representing the children elements. For example, the sat-

isfaction level of goal Usable Login (G1:2) is formalised as:

usableLogin � slowRenewfminNumFactf easyRem

where goals G1:2:1, G1:2:2, and G1:2:3 are represented by float

propositions slowRenew, minNumFact and easyRem, re-

spectively. Fuzzy connective f is adopted in this case,

because goal Usable Login can be partially satisfied; crisp

connective ^ would have been used otherwise.

For a XOR decomposition, the value of the variable

associated with the children element (goal/operation/secu-

rity control) having value greater than 0 will determine the

satisfaction of the parent element in the decomposition.

More precisely, if a goal/operation/security control C is

XOR decomposed by n goal/operation/security controls

(C1; . . .; Cn), the value of C is constrained as follows:

ðC1 [ 0Þ ) ðC1 � CÞ ^ � � � ^
ðCn [ 0Þ ) ðCn � CÞ:
Moreover, a XOR decomposition requires that exactly one

among the goals/operations/security controls in the de-

composition is enabled. This can be formalised as follows:

ðC1 [ 0Þ ) ðC2 ¼ 0Þ ^ � � � ^ ðCn ¼ 0Þ ^
� � �
^ ðCn [ 0Þ ) ðC1 ¼ 0Þ ^ � � � ^ ðCn�1 ¼ 0Þ ^
ðC1 [ 0Þ _ � � � _ ðCn [ 0Þ:
For example, the satisfaction of security goal Authorisation

Mechanism (SG1:2:1) can be expressed as follows:

ðfing [ 0Þ ) ðauth � fingÞ ^
ðusrPwd [ 0Þ ) ðauth � usrPwdÞ ^

ðmultiFact [ 0Þ ) ðauth � multiFactÞ:
These constraints are paired with the constraints that en-

force the satisfaction of the XOR decomposition:

3 R cannot include AGGR refinements since, from a modelling point

of view, aggregation of domain assumptions, which are boolean

variables, is meaningless.
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ðfing [ 0Þ ) ðusrPwd ¼ 0Þ ^ ðmultiFact ¼ 0Þ ^
ðusrPwd [ 0Þ ) ðfing ¼ 0Þ ^ ðmultiFact ¼ 0Þ ^
ðmultiFact [ 0Þ ) ðfing ¼ 0Þ ^ ðusrPwd ¼ 0Þ ^
ðfing [ 0Þ _ ðusrPwd [ 0Þ _ ðmultiFact [ 0Þ:
For an AGGR decomposition, the satisfaction of the parent

goal is computed depending on the aggregate value of its

children. Hence, if a parental goal G is decomposed by n

goals/operations/security controls (C1; . . .; Cn), each of

them associated with a weight (w1; . . .; wn), its satisfac-

tion is computed as follows:

G � fAGGRðw1  C1; . . .;wn  CnÞ:
For example, the value of security goal Authorisation

Management (SG1:2:2) is computed as follows:

authMng � fAVGðincrFreq; forbidShortÞ;
since the average is the aggregation function adopted in

this paper. Since weights are not explicitly associated with

the children security controls of the AGGR decomposition

of goal SG1:2:2, fAVG corresponds to the plain average.

If a security control has an impact on a (security) goal

(G), this is represented as a positive or negative contribu-

tion to the satisfaction of G. In this case, the strength of a

security control must always be multiplied by the weight

assigned to the contribution link. Hence, if a goal G is R-

refined by the n security controls SC1; . . .; SCn; with

weights wSC1�G; . . .;wSCn�G; respectively, and whose the

first m\n have a positive contribution and the last n� m

have a negative contribution, the satisfaction level of G is

formalised as follows:

G � DðwSC1�G  SC1; . . .; wSCSCm�G  SCm;

wSCmþ1�G  � SCmþ1; . . .; wSCn�G  � SCnÞ:
For example, security goal Availability (SG2) of email

services is not only positively affected by the goals that

support secure email retrieval and sending (SG2:1 and

SG2:2, respectively) and message filtering (SG2:3), but it is

also affected negatively by other security controls that limit

the session duration (SC1) or block potentially malicious

attachments (SC9):

availability � fAVGðretServerSecurity;
SMTPServerSecurity;msgFiltering;

1� limitDur; 1� blockAttachmentÞ:
Note that, in the example above, we substituted the nega-

tion with its Zadeh’s interpretation.

Our model also comprises conditional links that repre-

sent the fact that a target element ET should be included in

the model only if the source element ES is enabled. This is

formalised as follows:

ET [ 0 ) ES [ 0:

For example, the relationship between the security goal

that represents the authorisation mechanism (SG1:2:1), and

the security goal usable login (SG1:2) is a conditional link,

where SG1:2:1 is the source and SG1:2 is the target, and can

be expressed as follows:

usableLogin ) auth:

The probability of presence of vulnerability V is lower

bounded by the R-refinement (with R 2 fAND, OR, XOR,
AGGRg) of the elements that bring it, such as operations,

goals, domain assumptions, and security controls

(E1; . . .;En), each of them multiplied by its assigned weight

(wE1�V ; . . .;wEn�V ). The higher the value of these elements,

the higher the probability of presence of V . Such a con-

straint is formalised as follows:

V � RðwE1�V  E1; . . .;wEn�V  EnÞ:
For example, the assumption that a user is connected to the

internet (DA2) influences the probability of using an inse-

cure network (V6):

insecureNet � 0:51  internetConnection:
Security controls are linked to the vulnerabilities they

mitigate through negative contribution links. More pre-

cisely, the negation of the aggregated value of the weighted

security controls imposes an upper bound to the value of V .

This is represented by the following constraint:

V � �RfwSC1�V  SC1; . . .;wSCn�V  SCng;
where V is R-refined (with R 2 fAND, OR, XOR,

AGGRg) by a set of security controls (SC1; . . .; SCn), each

of them connected to V through negative contribution links

with weights wSC1�V ; . . .;wSCn�V ; respectively. For exam-

ple, the relationship between the crisp security controls that

limit the duration of a session (SC1), enable HTTPS (SC7)

and encrypt attachments (SC8) and the vulnerability of

using an insecure network (V6) can be expressed as

follows:

insecureNet � 1�MaxflimitDur; encrypt; enHTTPSg:

The satisfaction of the security goals that aim to protect an

asset must always be at least equal to the protection level

required for that asset. This guarantees that only the con-

figuration of security controls that provides an adequate

level of protection of the assets are plausible configura-

tions. Hence, if a set of security goals SG1; . . .; SGn aims

to protect an asset A, and wSG1
; . . .; wSGn

are the weights

quantifying the impact of SG1; . . .; SGn on the protection

level of A, the satisfaction level of the security goals and

the protection level of the asset are related as follows:
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PLA � fAGGRðwSG1
 SG1; . . .;wSGn

 SGnÞ:
For example, considering that SG1 and SG3 are aimed to

guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of the email

messages, their weights are equal to 1:0 and are also for-

malised as fuzzy propositions confidentialityM and

integrityM, respectively, their aggregated value must sat-

isfy the following constraint:

PLmsg � fAVGðconfidentialityM; integrityMÞ:

5.3 Threats

The propositions representing threats and attacks express

their probability of success. The probability of success of

an attack att is lower bounded by the vulnerabilities

V1; . . .; Vn that facilitate it:

PðattÞ � fAGGRðV1; . . .; VnÞ
For example, the probability of success of an IMAP/POP3

Malware attack (A6) is lower bounded by the retrieval

server vulnerability (V3).

PðattIMAP POP MalwareÞ � recServerVuln:

The probability of success of a threat T is approximately

equal to the fuzzy disjunction of the probability of success

of the sub-threats T1; . . .; Tn and attacks att1; . . .; attm in

its decomposition. The disjunction can be interpreted by

using the functions described in Table 1, i.e. maximum,

bounded sum, and probabilistic sum. In this paper the

probability of success of a threat is evaluated as the most

successful of its sub-threats and attacks, as we have chosen

the maximum to compute the fuzzy disjunction. This is a

compromise choice between the most conservative inter-

pretation ensured by the probabilistic sum and the least

conservative interpretation determined by the bounded

sum. The probability of success of a threat is formalised as

follows:

PðTÞ � MaxfPðT1Þ. . .;PðTnÞ;PðA1Þ; . . .;PðAmÞg
For example, the probability of success of the threat that

aims to eavesdrop messages (T3) is related to a function

that aggregates the contributions of its sub-threats, such as

unauthorised login (T1), and attacks, such as SMTP mal-

ware (A5), IMAP/POP malware (A6), and intercepting

messages over an unprotected network (A7).

PðeaveMsgÞ �Max funauthLogin;
SMTP Malware;

attIMAP POP Malware;

attInterceptMsgg:
Each threat contributes negatively to the satisfaction of

security goals. For example, the satisfaction of security

goal Confidentiality (SG1) can be expressed as the aggre-

gation of the negative contributions coming from threat

eavesdrop messages and the positive contributions coming

from sub-goals Session Management (SG1:1), Authentica-

tion (SG1:2), and Encryption (SG1:3):

confidentialityM � fAVGð1� PðeavMsgÞ; authentication;
sessionManagement; encryptionÞ:

6 Analysis

To support security analyses, we encode the formalisation

of assets, goals, and threats into a model expressed in the

language of an SMT Solver (Z3) (Sect. 6.1). Our analyses4

are performed by solving a set of satisfiability problems

obtained by constraining the model in different ways.

Supported analyses allow verifying whether a configuration

of security controls protects critical assets of the system

adequately (Sect. 6.2) and guarantees a certain satisfaction

of security goals (Sect. 6.3). Trade-off analyses are also

supported to balance the satisfaction among competing

goals (Sect. 6.4). Finally, a pruning technique is proposed

to reduce the search space size of the analyses (Sect. 6.5).

Note that, as an alternative, the same analyses could

have been expressed as a Constraint Solving Problem

(CSP), where the relations among the elements of the asset,

goal, and threat models are represented as constraints and

the objective of the problem is to maximise or minimise the

function that relates assets and goals of interest. However,

Z3 is a more mature tool compared with available software

solutions developed for CSP problems. In addition, SMT

approaches can efficiently solve problems that, at a first

sight, do not have a typical SMT flavour. For example,

problems where models are sought such that a given cost

function is minimised [34].

6.1 Preliminaries

Translating the formalisation of assets, goals, and threats

into the language of Z3 is straightforward. Crisp proposi-

tions and fuzzy propositions are declared as boolean and

real variables in ½0; 1�, respectively. Note also that all for-

mulae must be expressed in the prefix form adopted by Z3.

For example, the following constraint expresses the rela-

tion between the vulnerability related to the use of an in-

secure network (V6) and the domain assumption that brings

it. More precisely, if an internet connection is adopted, the

4 The complete set of experiments can be found at https://sites.

google.com/site/resexperiments/.
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probability of using an insecure network is less than equal

0:51:

ðassert ð¼ [ internetConn ð\ ¼ PinsecureNet 0:51ÞÞÞ:

Fuzzy formulae must also be converted into crisp ones in

order to be processed by Z3. This is possible because fuzzy

formulae always employ fuzzy relational operators in their

specification. In particular, the fuzzy relational operator

employed in a fuzzy formula is translated into the corre-

sponding crisp one and the term of comparison is relaxed

by adding and removing a constant k. This is equivalent to

using a rectangular membership function for interpreting

relational operators. For example, the following constraint

expresses the AGGR decomposition of fuzzy goal

msgFiltering into security controls sendFiltering and

contentFiltering:

In other words, fAVGðsendFiltering; contentFilteringÞ
� k\ ¼ msgFiltering\ ¼ fAVGðsendFiltering; content
FilteringÞ þ k.

6.2 Assets protection

The analysis presented in this section checks whether a

security configuration guarantees satisfactory protection

level of an asset. For example, a software engineer may

want to verify whether disabling the filtering of email

messages depending on the sender (sendFiltering) and on

the content of the message (contentFiltering) would still

allow protecting adequately one of the business functions

relying on the email service. In this case, the required

protection level of the business function (PLbus) should be

greater than equal to 0:8. This analysis can be performed

by adding the following set of constraints to the Z3 model:

ðassert ð[ ¼ PLbus 0:8ÞÞ
ðassert ð¼ sendFiltering 0ÞÞ
ðassert ð¼ contentFiltering 0ÞÞ:
If the model is satisfiable, the constraints specified on the

desired configuration of security controls guarantee the

desired protection level of the assets. The problem men-

tioned above is not satisfiable, since it is not possible to

achieve the desired protection level of the business func-

tion by disabling both sender and content filtering. Alter-

natively, it is possible to verify that a configuration of

security controls that enables patches updates for the email

retrieval/sending servers and sender filtering can guarantee

an adequate protection level of the business functions. This

analysis can be performed by adding the following set of

constraints to the Z3 model:

ðassert ð[ ¼ PLbus 0:8ÞÞ
ðassert ð¼ sendFilte intentionally ring 1ÞÞ
ðassert ð¼ retPatchesUpdate 1ÞÞ
ðassert ð¼ SMTPPatchesUpdate 1ÞÞ:

6.3 Satisfaction of security goals

Another possible analysis consists of identifying the

maximum satisfaction that can be guaranteed for a security

goal. To achieve this aim, a binary search is performed in

the interval ½0; 1�, as described in Algorithm 1. This al-

gorithm receives as input a reference to the Z3 model (M),

the goal to be maximised (fG), and the lower (low) and

upper (high) bounds of the search interval. At the begin-

ning, low and high are set to 0 and 1, respectively. The

algorithm identifies a satisfaction value in the middle of

the search interval (line 2) and runs Z3 to verify whether

the input goal can reach it (lines 3–4). In case a solution

cannot be found, i.e. the model is unsatisfiable, the algo-

rithm is re-invoked by performing the search in the in-

terval ½low; valueÞ (lines 5–6). Otherwise, it is necessary

to verify whether a solution can still be found in case the

value is incremented by 0.001 (line 8–10). If the problem

is unsatisfiable, it means that the previous value is the

maximum satisfaction that the input goal can achieve (li-

nes 11–12). Otherwise, the search continues in the interval

ðvalue; high�. In the worst case, the complexity of this

algorithm is Hðlogð103Þ  CZ3ðMÞÞ, since the search is

performed up to three digits of decimal precision (jtd in

line 2). CZ3ðMÞ is the complexity of the satisfiability

problem that is polynomial, as quantifier-free satisfiability

problems for linear arithmetic are solvable by Z3 in

polynomial time.5

The algorithm guarantees to find the absolute max-

imum and not a local one, because, in our settings,

variables are monotonic. In problems dealing with oscil-

lating variables, this would not be guaranteed and Algo-

rithm 1 should be replaced by a linear search for the

maximum. In this case, the complexity would be equal to

Hð103  CZ3ðMÞÞ if the search is performed up to 3 digits

of decimal precision.

5 http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/redmond/projects/z3/

mcmaster07.pdf.
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Algorithm 1 Identifying max satisfaction of fuzzy goals.
1: function COMPUTEMAX(M , f G, low, high)
2: value= high low

2 td
3: N (M ,“(assert (> ”+ f G+“ ”+value+“))”);
4: out runZ3(N);
5: if out==“UNSAT” then
6: return COMPUTEMAX(M , f G, low, value);
7: else
8: x value+0.001;
9: N (M ,“(assert (> ”+ f G+“ ”+x+“))”);
10: out runZ3(N);
11: if out==“UNSAT” then
12: return value;
13: else
14: return COMPUTEMAX(M , f G, x, high);
15: end if
16: end if
17: end function

For example, Algorithm 1 can identify the maximum

satisfaction of availability of a business function when an

internet connection is enabled, the email sending and re-

trieval servers are adopted, and operations open messages/

attachments, and transmit email are performed. To achieve

this aim, the model given as input to the algorithm must be

augmented with the following constraints:

ðassert ðnot ðnot internetConnectionÞÞÞ
ðassert ðnot ðnot retrServerÞÞÞ
ðassert ðnot ðnot sendServerÞÞÞ
ðassert ðnot ðnot openMsgÞÞÞ
ðassert ðnot ðnot openAttÞÞÞ
ðassert ðnot ðnot transMailÞÞÞ:
In this case, the maximum satisfaction of availability is

0:823, and this can be achieved when email retrieval and

sending patches updates, and sender/content filtering are

enabled with the maximum strength. This experiment re-

quired to invoke Z3 for 18 times, and the time necessary to

perform each run was negligible (\1 ms).

6.4 Trade-off

As goals can compete among each other, it is useful for

software engineers to identify conflicting goals, to under-

stand their mutual relationships, and to perform trade-off

analyses.

To identify two conflicting goals, it is initially necessary

to compute their maximum satisfaction value by using

Algorithm 1. Then, the Z3 model must be further con-

strained to assert that both goals must achieve their max-

imum individual satisfaction level at the same time. If the

problem is unsatisfiable, these goals are in conflict. For

example, to verify whether goals Limited Costs and

Availability are in conflict, their maximum satisfaction

level (0:92 and 0:823, respectively) is identified and the Z3

model is further constrained by forcing these goals to

achieve their maximum satisfaction at the same time. From

identified conflicts between goals, it is also possible to

identify their mutual relationships.

For example, Fig. 8 shows the maximum satisfaction of

goals, which is obtained by using Algorithm 1, depending

on the value of their conflicting goals. In particular, it

shows the relationship between goals Availability and

Limited Costs, between Confidentiality and Usable Login,

between Confidentiality and Availability, and between

Confidentiality, Integrity, and Usability Sending. Note that,

in the second diagram in Fig. 8, Confidentiality reaches its

maximum satisfaction (1:0) when a multi-factors authen-

tication is employed. Its satisfaction is equal to 0:91 in case

a fingerprint authentication is adopted, or it decreases de-

pending on the password length in case a username and

password authentication is used and fingerprint authenti-

cation is disabled.

Algorithm 2 Identifying max satisfaction of two conflicting
goals.
1: function CONCURMAX(M ,G, L , pnz)
2: for i 0 G.Length 1 do
3: N add(M ,“(assert (> ”+G[i]+“ ”+L[i]+“))”)
4: end for
5: out runZ3(N);
6: if out==“UNSAT” then
7: for i 0 G.Length 1 do
8: L[i] =L[i] - pnz[i];
9: end for
10: return CONCURMAX(M ,G, L , pnz2 td );
11: else
12: for i 0 G.Length 1 do
13: X [i] L[i]+0.001;
14: N add(M ,
15: “(assert (> ”+G[i]+“ ”+X [i]+“))”);
16: end for
17: out runZ3(N);
18: if out==“UNSAT” then
19: return L;
20: else
21: for i 0 G.Length 1 do
22: L[i] =L[i]+pnz[i];
23: end for
24: return CONCURMAX(M ,G, L , pnz2 td );
25: end if
26: end if
27: end function

To balance the trade-off among two or more conflicting

goals, Algorithm 2 is adopted, which performs a binary

search to identify the maximum individual satisfaction that

two or more goals can achieve at the same time. For each

goal, the search is performed in the interval ½0;MG�, where
MG is the maximum satisfaction value that can be obtained

by each goal in isolation. The adopted algorithm receives

as input a reference to the Z3 model (M), the goals to be

maximised (array G), the maximum satisfaction that each
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goal can reach (array L), and the penalisation applied to the

maximum satisfaction of each goal (array pnz). At the

beginning, L contains the maximum level of satisfaction

that the goals can reach in isolation and the penalisation is

set to half of the maximum level of satisfaction that the

goals can reach in isolation.

The algorithm runs Z3 to verify whether the input goals

can reach a satisfaction level that is equal to their max-

imum minus the penalisation (lines 2–5). In case the model

is unsatisfiable, the maximum satisfaction of each goal in L

is decremented by the corresponding pnz and the algorithm

is re-invoked, by receiving as input pnz=2 (lines 6–10).

Otherwise, it is necessary to verify whether a solution can

still be found in case all the maximum satisfactions L are

incremented by 0.001 (line 12–17). If the problem is un-

satisfiable for the new values in L, it means that the pre-

vious values are the maximum satisfaction that the input

goals can achieve together (lines 18–19). Otherwise, the

search continues by incrementing all the values in L by the

corresponding pnz. Again, in the worst case, the com-

plexity of this algorithm is Hðlogð103Þ  CZ3ðMÞÞ, because
the search is performed up to three digits of decimal

precision.

Notice that Algorithm 2 does not search for the best

average satisfaction between conflicting goals, but it finds

the maximum satisfaction of each goal together with the

other conflicting goals when they have the same priority.

This does not always correspond to the maximum of their

average. For example, if we consider goals A and B that

can autonomously reach maximum value 0.8 and 1, re-

spectively, our algorithm works as follows. First, it checks

whether the model can be satisfied when A is equal to 0.8

and B to 1. If this is not the case, then it checks the sat-

isfiability for values of A (0.4) and B (0.5) decremented by

half of their value. Suppose that the model is satisfiable in

this case, but not when A is equal to 0.401 and B is equal to

0.501. This means that 0.4 and 0.5 are the maximum values

that A and B can reach together by changing them by an

amount proportional to their maximum satisfaction level in

isolation. In this case the average is 0.45. However, since B

can individually reach satisfaction value 1, an algorithm

that maximises the average would reach at least the value

0.5, corresponding to B equal to 1 and A equal to 0.

However, to compute the best average between con-

flicting goals, Algorithm 1 can be reused by applying it to

an artificial goal that aggregates the goals of interest.

Table 2 represents the results obtained by running Al-

gorithm 2 to identify the maximum satisfaction values that

can be reached by goals Limited Costs and Availability

together.

To identify the trade-off among all conflicting goals it is

necessary to group them depending on their priorities.

Fig. 8 Maximum satisfaction of (1) availability depending on limited costs, (2) confidentiality depending on usable login, (3) confidentiality
depending on availability, (4) integrity and confidentiality depending on usability sending
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After a trade-off value is identified for the goals with the

highest priority, this value is used to constrain the satis-

faction of goals having priority immediately lower, and so

on. For our example, goals Limited Costs and Availability

have highest priority, while Confidentiality and Integrity

have lower priority. The maximum satisfaction that

Limited Costs and Availability can reach together is, re-

spectively, 0:731 and 0:634. Then, these values are used to

further constrain the Z3 model to compute the maximum

satisfaction of Confidentiality and Integrity, which cannot

be both greater than 0:697. A configuration of security

controls in the solution (model) identified by Z3 is shown

in Table 3. To reduce the impact on the costs, multi-factors

authentication is disabled, the message content filtering and

the message sender filtering also have low strength. To

reduce the impact on the availability, the session duration

is kept as long as possible.

6.5 Pruning

After analysing a trade-off among conflicting goals, it is

possible to identify the configurations of security controls

that satisfy them. On the one hand, evaluating all con-

figurations of security controls is intractable. In our ex-

ample, we include 6 security controls that can only be

enabled/disabled and 10 security controls that can have

different degrees of strength [six of them can have 6 de-

grees of strength, i.e. disabled (0:0), very low (B0.2), low

(B0.4), medium (B0.6), high (B0.8), very high (B1.0),

while four of them can have four degrees of strength, i.e.

disabled (0.0), low (B0.4), medium (B0.6), high (B1.0)].

For this reason, the model given as input to Z3 includes

26 � 66 � 44 ¼ 764; 411; 904 configurations. To avoid

evaluating all configurations it is necessary to identify se-

curity controls that must necessarily be enabled/disabled or

that must be activated with a certain minimum/maximum

strength to allow a predetermined group of goals to achieve

a target satisfaction. All the configurations that do not in-

clude the security controls that must be enabled, or that

include the security controls that must be disabled, or that

do not enable some security controls with the necessary

strength are pruned and can be neglected in the model to be

evaluated by Z3.

Algorithm 3 Identifying the necessary security controls.
1: function COMPUTESC(M , cSC , f SC)
2: reqSC = ∅

3: for i = 0 → cSC.Length − 1 do
4: N ←add(M , “(assert (not”+cSC[i]+“))”);
5: out←runZ3(N);
6: if out==“UNSAT” then
7: reqSC ← reqSC ∪ {(cSC[i])};
8: else
9: N ←add(M , “(assert (”+cSC[i]+“))”);
10: out←runZ3(N);
11: if out==“UNSAT” then
12: reqSC ← reqSC ∪ {(notcSC[i])};
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: for i = 0 → f SC.Length − 1 do
17: min←FINDMIN((M , f SC[i], 0,1));
18: max←FINDMAX((M , f SC[i], 0,1));
19: reqSC ← reqSC ∪ {(min ≤ fSC[i] ≤ max)};
20: end for
21: end function

Algorithm 3 identifies the necessary security controls

that must be enabled/disabled or that must be activated with

a minimum and maximum strength. This algorithm receives

as input the modelM for Z3 that constrains a group of goals

Table 3 Security controls for availability ¼ 0:634, limited costs

¼ 0:731, confidentiality ¼ 0:691 and integrity ¼ 0:691

ID Name Value

SC1 Limit duration Disabled (0)

SC2 Fingerprint Enabled (true)

SC3 Username/password Disabled (0)

SC4 Multi-factors authentication Disabled (0)

SC5 Inc. Freq. Cred. renewal Very High (0:96)

SC6 Forbid vocabulary password Disabled (false)

SC7 Enable HTTPS Enabled (true)

SC8 Encrypt message Very High (1:0)

SC9 Block malicious attachment Enabled (true)

SC10 Archive message Disabled (false)

SC11 Confirmation Enabled (true)

SC12 Ret. server patches update Very High (1:0)

SC13 SMTP patches update Very High (1:0)

SC14 Message sender filtering Low (0:36)

SC15 Message content filtering Low (0:36)

SC16 Avoid short password N/A

Table 2 The trace of Algorithm 2 for goals availability and limited

costs

Run Limited costs Availability Result Value

1 0.92 0.823 UNSAT (�0.5)

2 0.42 0.323 SAT (?0.25)

3 0.67 0.573 SAT (?0.125)

4 0.795 0.698 UNSAT (�0.063)

5 0.732 0.635 UNSAT (�0.032)

6 0.7 0.603 SAT (?0.016)

7 0.716 0.619 SAT (?0.008)

8 0.724 0.627 SAT (?0.004)

9 0.728 0.631 SAT (?0.002)

10 0.73 0.633 SAT (?0.001)

11 0.731 0.634 SAT –
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to achieve a desired satisfaction. The algorithm also re-

ceives as input the security controls that can only be en-

abled/disabled (cSC) and the security controls that can be

activated with different degrees of strength (fSC). For each

security control in cSC, the algorithm checks whether Z3

finds a solution when the security control is disabled. If no

solution is found, the considered security control is neces-

sary and is added to the list reqSC of required security

controls (lines 6–8). Otherwise, the algorithm checks

whether Z3 finds a solution when the security control is

enabled. If no solution is found, the considered security

control must be disabled (lines 11–13). Analogously, for

each security control in fSC, the algorithm identifies its

minimum and maximum strength necessary for Z3 to find a

solution for the model received as input (lines 16–18). The

security control is finally added to the list reqSC of required

security controls and is associated with a minimum and

maximum required strength (line 19).

For example, if the satisfaction of goals Confidentiality

and Usable Login are, respectively, 0:8 and 0:62, a security

configuration must guarantee that security control Block

Attachment is enabled, Limit Session Duration is always

greater than 15 min (its strength is greater than 0:42), a

Username/Password authentication is enabled with a

password shorter than 10 characters (i.e. strength of Avoid

Short Password is less than 0:6), credential renewal has at

least a weekly frequency (i.e. strength of Increase Fre-

quency Renewal is greater than 0:4), and Multi-factor au-

thentication is disabled. In this case, the model will only

include a subset (ð1  24Þ  ð3  4  3  1  63  43Þ
¼ 31; 850; 496) of the original security configurations,

which represents only the 4.17 % of the total number of

configurations. Note that the first term in parenthesis is

determined by the security controls that can only be en-

abled/disabled, while the second term in parenthesis de-

pends on the security controls that can be enabled with a

different strength. For example, since Increase Frequency

Renewal must have strength greater than 0:4, it can only be

considered as having three possible strength levels (medi-

um, high, and very high).

7 Experimental results

This section describes the experimental results obtained by

applying the analysis proposed in the previous section on

the email service case study. First, we show how the se-

curity configuration varies depending on the desired pro-

tection level of assets (Sect. 7.1) and on the desired

satisfaction level of security goals (Sect. 7.2). We also

compare the advantages of applying our pruning technique

in terms of the number of configurations that can be

neglected during the asset protection and goal satisfaction

analysis. Section 7.3 describes how the results of the trade-

off analysis vary depending on the priorities associated

with conflicting goals.

7.1 Assets protection

Table 4 shows different security configurations for differ-

ent desired protection levels of the business functions

(PLBus) and of the email messages (PLMsg). It shows

minimal security configurations, i.e. for which the security

controls have the minimum strength. Some security con-

trols are always disabled because they have a negative

impact on the protection level of a specific asset or they are

irrelevant for the asset protection. For example, security

control Limit Session Duration (SC1) does not contribute to

the satisfaction of security goal Availability and on the

protection level of the related business functions, and, for

this reason, it is always disabled. Only one among security

controls Fingerprint (SC2), Username/Password (SC3) and

Multi-factors authentication (SC4) is chosen, in order to

satisfy the XOR decomposition.

As the required protection level of an asset increases,

some necessary security controls have higher strength. For

example, the security controls that support security goal

Availability, such as Retrieval Server Patches Updates

(SC12), SMTP Server Patches Updates (SC13), Sender/

Content Filtering (SC14=SC15), have an increasing strength

as the required protection level of the business functions

increases. Similarly, the security controls that directly

support Confidentiality and Integrity, such as Limit Session

Duration (SC1), Increase Frequency of Credential Renewal

(SC5), Encryption (SC8), and Archive Message (SC10),

must have an increasing strength as the required protection

level of the email messages increases.

Note also that to identify a suitable security configura-

tion necessary to guarantee a higher protection level of an

asset the model will include a smaller number of con-

figurations. In fact, after applying our pruning technique, a

higher number of security controls is identified as neces-

sary and, indeed, a smaller number of security configura-

tions will be included in the model (only those containing

the necessary security controls). For example, for PLBus ¼
0:5 only security control Block Malicious Attachment

(SC9) is identified as necessary. Since this security control

can only be enabled or disabled, the number of con-

figurations evaluated is reduced by 50 %. While for

PLBus	 0:84 the necessary security controls that can only

be enabled/disabled are Enable HTTPS (SC7), Block Ma-

licious Attachment (SC9), Archive Messages (SC10), and

Confirmation (SC11). The necessary security controls that

can be enabled with different levels of strength are Increase

Frequency of Credential Renewal (SC5 	 0:522), Sender
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Filtering (SC14 	 0:956), Encrypt Messages (SC8	 0:084),

Retrieval Server Patches Updates (SC12 	 0:978), Content

Filtering (SC15 	 0:956), and SMTP Server Patches Up-

dates (SC13 	 0:978). In this case, the size of the model will

only include ð22Þ  ð3  1  3  1  1  1  64Þ ¼ 46656,

which is only the 0.0001 % of the original number of

configurations.

7.2 Goals satisfaction

Table 5 represents different security configurations for

different desired satisfaction levels of Integrity and Con-

fidentiality. The table does not provide the security con-

figurations associated with different satisfaction levels of

Availability because these resemble those obtained by

considering an increasing protection level of the business

functions. As the required satisfaction level increases,

some necessary security controls have higher strength. For

example, for security goal Confidentiality, security controls

Enable HTTPS (SC7) and Encrypt Message (SC8) have an

increasing strength and Multi-factor authentication (SC4)

substitutes Username/Password authentication (SC3),

which is weaker. When a higher satisfaction of security

goal Integrity is required, the security controls that have a

high impact on its satisfaction are enabled, such as Block

Malicious Attachment (SC9), Archive Messages (SC10),

and Confirmation (SC11). The security controls that are not

directly related to the satisfaction of a security goal are

always disabled. For example, for security goal Confiden-

tiality, security controls Archive Messages (SC10), Con-

firmation (SC11), SMTP Server Patches Updates (SC13),

and Sender Filtering (SC14) are always disabled.

Although some security controls do not have a direct

impact on the satisfaction of a security goal, they can miti-

gate some vulnerabilities that can facilitate the attacks that

can harm that security goal. For example, for security goal

Confidentiality, security control Retrieval Server Patches

Updates (SC13) is applied to mitigate vulnerability V3 that

can facilitate attack IMAP/POP3 malware (A6), which in

turn can harm the messages confidentiality. For this reason,

this security control has a higher strengthwhen it is necessary

to support a higher satisfaction of Confidentiality.

7.3 Trade-off

As shown in Table 6, we consider two trade-off analyses,

in addition to those presented in Sect. 6.4.

For the first trade-off analysis (Case 1), we assign to

goals Confidentiality and Availability the highest priority

(5). We give medium priority (3) to goals Limited Costs

and Integrity, and minimum priority (1) to goals Usability

Table 4 Security configurations for different desired protection levels of assets business function and email message (PLBus and PLMsg,

respectively)

PLBus PLMsg

B0 =0.5 C0.84 =0.3 =0.6 C1.0

Security controls

SC1 Dis (0.0) Dis (0.0) Dis (0.0) Dis (0.0) Dis (0.0) VH (*1.0)

SC2 Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false)

SC3 VL (0.1) VL (0.1) VH (0.9) VL (0.1) VH (1.0) Dis (0.0)

SC4 Dis (0.0) Dis (0.0) Dis (0.0) Dis (0.0) Dis (0.82) VH (1.0)

SC5 Dis (0.0) Dis (0.0) M (0.522) Dis (0.0) VH (1.0) VH (1.0)

SC6 Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false)

SC7 Dis (false) Dis (false) En (true) Dis (false) Dis (false) En (true)

SC8 Dis (0.0) VH (1.0) VH (1.0) Dis (0.0) VH (1.0) VH (1.0)

SC9 En (true) En (true) En (true) En (true) En (true) En (true)

SC10 Dis (false) Dis (false) En (true) Dis (false) Dis (false) En (true)

SC11 Dis (false) Dis (false) En (true) Dis (false) Dis (false) En (true)

SC12 Dis (0.0) M(0.5) VH (1.0) Dis (0.0) M (0.6) VH (1.0)

SC13 Dis (0.0) M (0.5) VH (1.0) Dis (0.0) M (0.6) M (0.6)

SC14 Dis (0.0) H (0.7) VH (1.0) VL (0.2) VH (1.0) VH (1.0)

SC15 Dis (0.0) H (0.7) VH (1.0) VL (0.2) VL (0.2) VL (0.2)

SC16 Dis (0.0) Dis (0.0) H (0.7) Dis (0.0) H (0.7) Dis (0.0)

# Conf with pruning

(% Conf removed)

382, 205, 952

(-50 %)

382, 205, 952

(-50 %)

46, 656

(-99.99 %)

382, 205, 952

(-50 %)

382, 205, 952

(-50 %)

110, 592

(-99.99 %)

Note that Dis disabled, VL very low, L low, M medium, H high, VH very high, En enabled
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Sending and Usable Login. To perform this analysis, we

execute Algorithm 2 for goals Availability and Confiden-

tiality and, after 9 runs, we can identify their trade-off

satisfaction (0:615 and 0:751, respectively). Since in the

example used in this paper we assume that goals Limited

Costs and Integrity do not have conflicts, we identified their

maximum satisfaction separately, after constraining the

value of Availability and Confidentiality to their maximum

trade-off value. Indeed, the maximum satisfaction for goal

Limited Costs is 0:684 (after 13 runs of Z3), while the

maximum satisfaction of Integrity is 1:0 (after 1 run). Fi-

nally, since there is no conflict between goals Usability

Sending and Usable Login, their maximum satisfaction are

identified separately and are, respectively, 0:52 and 1:0.

In the second case we set the satisfaction of goal Con-

fidentiality to 0:95. Then, we consider Availability and

Confidentiality goals as having medium priority and In-

tegrity, Usable Login and Usability Sending goals as less

important. After 13 runs of Z3 the maximum trade-off

values of Availability and Limited Costs are 0:191, and

0:21, respectively. The maximum satisfaction obtained for

Integrity, Usability Sending and Usable Login goals are

1:0, 0:54, and 1:0, respectively. Note that since the satis-

faction of Confidentiality is higher, the satisfaction of po-

tentially conflicting goals (e.g. Limited Costs and

Availability) is reduced.

7.4 Threats to validity

As already recognised by Letier and van Lamsweerde [26],

the meaning of numbers capturing partial satisfaction and

partial contribution in a goal model is subjective. We try to

ground the specification of the goal model on measurable

phenomena, and, where not possible, we trust the judge-

ment of the software engineer who has relevant security

expertise. As shown in our example, the contribution

links between operations/domain assumptions and

Table 6 Trade-off analyses for different goals prioritisation

Goals Case 1 Case 2

Priority Max Sat Priority Max Sat

Availability 5 0.615 3 0.191

Limited costs 3 0.684 3 0.21

Confidentiality 5 0.751 – 0.95

Integrity 3 1.0 1 0.68

Usability sending 1 0.52 1 0.54

Usable login 1 1.0 1 1.0

Table 5 Security configurations for different desired protection levels of security goals confidentiality and integrity

Confidentiality Integrity

=0.3 =0.6 C1.0 =0.3 =0.75 C1.0

Security controls

SC1 Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) VH (0:98) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0)

SC2 Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false)

SC3 Dis (1:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) VH (0:9) VH (0:9) VH (0:9)

SC4 Dis (0:0) VH (1:0) VH (1:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0)

SC5 VH (0:0) VH (1:0) VH (1:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0)

SC6 Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false)

SC7 Dis (false) Dis (false) En (true) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false)

SC8 VL (0:2) VH (1:0) VH (1:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0)

SC9 En (true) En (true) En (true) En (true) En (true) En (true)

SC10 Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) En (true)

SC11 Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) Dis (false) En (true) En (true)

SC12 Dis (0:0) VH (0:9) VH (1:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0)

SC13 Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0)

SC14 Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0)

SC15 VL (0:2) VL (0:2) VL (0:2) VL (0:2) VL (0:2) VL (0:2)

SC16 H (0:7) Dis (0:0) Dis (0:0) H (0:7) H (0:7) H (0:7)

# Conf with pruning 382; 205; 952 382; 205; 952 165; 888 382; 205; 952 382; 205; 952 95; 551; 488

(% Conf removed) (-50 %) (-50 %) (-99.98 %) (-50 %) (-50 %) (-87.5 %)

Note that Dis Disabled, VL very low, L Low, M Medium, H High, VH very high, En enabled
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vulnerabilities are identified from the data published in

scientific articles documenting the occurrence of vul-

nerabilities. At the same time, we leveraged the judgement

of the software engineer to assess the impact of security

controls on vulnerabilities and on the system requirements.

Furthermore, as also highlighted by Horkoff and Yu

[17], the adoption of goal models to support decision-

making has the potential to produce differing alternative

selections, when different assumptions concerning goal

concepts and value propagation are adopted. However, the

results of our security trade-off analyses are not intended to

provide ultimate decisions, but are considered as a heuristic

for the software engineer in the selection of the security

controls. The process of modelling and evaluating may be

as useful as the analysis results, as the process may force

the software engineer to examine the models and their

domain knowledge and assumptions.

Finally, the ordering of application of some security

measures is not captured by the modelling language, and

this might be a problem for security requirements that need

to be balanced against other non-functional objectives such

as cost and performance. For example, content filtering can

be achieved via several sub-filters, with different levels of

efficiency and speed. Assume that Filter A has a 90 %

efficiency and takes 0.05 s per message, whereas Filter B

has a 40 % efficiency but takes 0.5 s per message. To-

gether, A and B offer a 95 % efficiency while taking

0.55 s. In terms of performance (and indirectly usability),

doing A before B is better than doing B before A because if

the message has a problem, chances are that A will find it

first, without having to resort to B.

8 Related work

UML-based approaches [21, 28, 30] have been proposed to

intuitively model interactions between a system and one or

more actors that could be harmful [30], verifying the im-

pact of design choices on the satisfaction of the system

security requirements [21] and security policies [28], by

annotating and extending UML diagrams. Goal-based re-

quirements analyses have been adopted extensively to

demonstrate that a system meets certain security require-

ments. Van Lamsweerde [40] proposes anti-models to

represent the objectives of potential attackers to support the

elicitation of adequate security requirements able to miti-

gate them. Anti-models build on a goal-oriented framework

for generating and resolving obstacles to requirements

achievement [41]. Security goals and threats are also for-

malised by using temporal operators. Even though our

approach uses anti-models, we do not formalise goals and

threats by using a temporal logic, as we are not concerned

with describing the dynamic behaviour of the system under

analysis. Instead, we are interested in formalising the re-

lationships among system goals and security concerns in

order to identify the effectiveness of different configura-

tions of security controls.

Liu et al. [27] identify potential threats from organisa-

tional relationships among the stakeholders and use the i*

goal model to identify potential attackers and the roles that

must be played by modelled actors for security issues.

Giorgini et al. [11] enrich the Tropos goal model with the

concepts of ownership, trust, and delegation and show how

trust requirements can be derived and analysed. Haley

et al. [14] develop arguments to demonstrate that security

requirements are satisfied. This framework was extended

with a risk assessment technique [10] for identifying re-

buttals and mitigations of security requirements satisfac-

tion and to support risk prioritisation. However, none of

this work computes the impact of design choices and se-

curity requirements on the protection of the critical assets

of the system.

Recently, Calliau and van Lamsweerde [5] proposed a

goal-based probabilistic framework to perform risk analy-

sis and assess the consequences of a risk in terms of degree

of loss of satisfaction of a specific objective. The specifi-

cation language [41] for goals and obstacles is extended

with a probabilistic layer allowing behavioural goals to be

characterised in terms of their estimated and required de-

gree of satisfaction. The specification of goals and their

obstacles has a formal semantics in terms of system be-

haviours, allowing probabilities to be grounded on mea-

surable, application-specific phenomena. The severity of

obstacle consequences is estimated by probability

propagations through the obstacle and goal models.

Unlike our work, the focus of the approach proposed by

Calliau and van Lamsweerde [5] is not on estimating the

cost-effectiveness of security controls and trade-off among

competing goals, but on identifying and mitigating the

most critical obstacles. Moreover, our work focuses on

threats, which are intentional (malicious) obstacles and are

profoundly different from hazards that are unintentional

obstacles. The threats refinement process must be guided

by the attacker’s own goals and by the target of deriving

observable vulnerabilities and implementable threats.

Hazards, instead, are inferred by negating a leaf goal and

relating it to accidental events that can be measured

probabilistically, as they are not linked to the intentions of

a malicious agent.

Identifying adequate security requirements and their

associated security controls is also not enough to engineer

secure systems, as security engineers achieve desired levels

of security while trading off competing requirements. A

number of requirements-based security trade-off analyses

and risk assessment approaches have been proposed [2, 18,

25]. Security Verification and security solution Trade-off
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analysis—SVDT [18]—supports design trade-off and risk

assessment by using Bayesian Belief Nets to structure the

trade-off problem. The main limitation of SVDT is its use

of a fixed set of parameters (instead of user-defined pa-

rameters) for the trade-off analysis, which cannot be con-

text-dependent. Security controls are not configured and

can only be enabled/disabled and asset criticality is not

considered in prioritising security risks. Lee [25] uses

Multi-Entities Bayesian Networks (MEBN) to express and

analyse the causal relationships among different risk

components (assets, threats, security controls). However,

this approach is not automatic and does not help solving

trade-off among conflicting requirements. Asnar et al. [2]

provide a goal-based framework for risk assessment.

However, unlike our work, this approach does not deal

with uncertainty and requires to check all possible system

alternatives to estimate the security risks.

Different requirements-based decision techniques [8,

15, 43] have been proposed in the literature. Feather

et al. [8] propose a model to make strategic decisions in the

early project phases, based on the coarse quantification of

risk and its interactions with requirements and mitigations.

Yen and Tiao [43] propose a formal framework for the

trade-off analysis of conflicting requirements expressed in

fuzzy logic. The formality of this paper in the conflict

definition is embraced in our contribution for formulating

different techniques for conflict resolution. AGORA [22]

proposes to annotate goal models with contribution values

and stakeholders preferences to help an analyst choose

among the alternatives and recognise the conflicts among

goals. The only approach that supports automatic decisions

is the one proposed by Heaven and Letier [15]. This work

leverages genetic algorithms for evaluating the impact of

alternative system designs on high-level goals and for

finding optimal design options among the alternatives. This

builds on a previous framework [26] for specifying goals

with measurable objective functions and modelling the

impact that alternative system designs have on these goals.

However, none of the aforementioned requirements-based

decision techniques is tailored to security and does provide

support to express the impact of security requirements on

the assets’ protection.

Given the difficulty of obtaining quantitative informa-

tion, qualitative evaluation is used in a number of goal-

oriented early RE approaches [12, 24]. A thorough com-

parison and evaluation of qualitative goal-oriented satis-

faction analysis techniques has also been provided by

Horkoff and Yu [17]. These techniques typically rely on

the structural refinement of AND–OR goal graphs to make

fine-grained distinctions among alternatives, while making

a minimal differentiation between degrees of goal satis-

faction and contributions of alternatives. A more precise

analysis approach that combines qualitative and quantita-

tive satisfaction levels of the actors and intentional ele-

ments (e.g. goals and tasks) was proposed by Amyot

et al. [1]. Our approach, instead, assesses the impact

among security concerns and the other requirements of the

system through fuzzy inference rules and encodes them

into a specification given in input to an SMT solver, which

makes possible to automatically support our trade-off

analyses.

9 Conclusions

This paper proposed a requirements-driven approach to

automate security trade-off analysis. First, the approach

enables security engineers to investigate which security

configuration can provide adequate protection of assets and

satisfaction of security goals. Second, software engineers

can identify and analyse trade-offs among conflicting

goals. To deal with a large analysis space, we proposed a

pruning algorithm, which helps identify the security con-

trols that are necessary to guarantee a certain protection/

satisfaction level of assets/security goals. Our approach is

based on the assumption that numerical evaluations of se-

curity concerns can be provided, and experimental results

suggest that our analysis leads to the appropriate level of

security. For example, to guarantee a higher level of pro-

tection of certain assets, it is necessary to employ more

effective security controls, which better address existing

vulnerabilities. On the other hand, we also show how our

pruning algorithm provides a significant reduction in the

number of configurations that must be evaluated during the

analysis. This approach is not only useful to engineer se-

cure systems, but may also help identify situations where

none of the possible configurations of security controls

guarantees adequate protection of assets.

We plan to use this approach to analyse other non-se-

curity requirements models characterised by vagueness and

uncertainty. Moreover, the usability of the approach will be

further validated with real stakeholders (security engi-

neers). We will also extend our modelling language by

using temporal operators to formalise goals and security

concerns. This would allow us considering different

orderings of application of security controls, which can

have a different impact on non-functional objectives, such

as cost and performance. Finally, we recognise that tuning

the requirements model is a critical activity that relies on

human judgement and can affect the analysis results.

Therefore, we are considering the use of machine learning

techniques to better understand and determine impact re-

lationships among requirements and security concerns, in

order to improve the reliability of the analysis.
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Appendix: Strength levels of security controls

Figure 9 and Table 7 describe the meaning of different

strength levels that can be assigned to those security con-

trols that cannot just be enabled/disabled. We assume that a

security control with strength level equal to 0 is disabled.

SC1 aims to limit the duration of a session related to the

usage of the email service; increasing strength levels are

associated with progressively decreasing session lengths,

which are expressed in minutes (min). SC4 aims to apply

multi-factors authentication, and its strength level depends

on the number of authentication factors adopted. Increasing

strength levels are associated with an increasing number of

factors. SC5 aims to increase the frequency of credential

renewal; increasing strength levels are associated with

progressively increasing frequencies, which are expressed

in days. SC8 aims to encrypt transmitted email messages;

increasing strength levels are associated with increasing

encryption key lengths. SC12 and SC13 aim to apply patch

updates to the retrieval and SMTP email server, respec-

tively. Increasing strength levels are associated with pro-

gressively increasing frequencies of patch updates, which

are expressed in days. SC14 and SC15 aim to filter incoming

email messages depending on its sender and content, re-

spectively. When a low strength level is applied (0:3),

suspicious messages, i.e. those matching the filtering con-

ditions, are only required to be reviewed by its recipients,

without being blocked. When a medium strength level is

applied (0.6), suspicious messages are put in quarantine.

While when a high strength level is assigned (1.0), suspi-

cious messages are blocked without requiring the recipient

authorisation. Finally, SC16 aims to avoid short password;

increasing strength levels are associated with progressively

increasing password lengths.

Fig. 9 Meaning of strength level of security controls SC1, SC5, SC12, SC13, and SC16

Table 7 Meaning of strength

levels (sl) of security controls

SC4, SC8, SC14, and SC15

Security controls sl ¼ 0:3 sl ¼ 0:6 sl ¼ 1:0

SC4 # Auth factors = 1 # Auth factors = 2 # Auth factors C 3

SC8 Key length = 128 bits Key length = 192 bits Key length = 256 bits

SC14 Review suspicious msg Quarantine suspicious msg Block suspicious msg

SC15 Review suspicious msg Quarantine suspicious msg Block suspicious msg
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